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FURNITURE & DECOR
1. Origami Decor

With lots of empty space on the

walls, some nice décor is in order!

One easy and quick piece of art to

DIY was this origami art! We used

paper to make this, and there's no

glue used to hold it together!  This

decoration is more sustainable than

conventional store bought art, as

paper can be easily compostable

2. Wood Painting

Scrap wood from an old project

and some nice paints make for

a great DIY décor project! This

fun little pineapple is a great

addition to the house, and is

super easy, cheap and

sustainable. 



FURNITURE & DECOR
3. Chicken Roost

One of our members raises chicken in

her small backyard farm! Over

quarantine, she got some more baby

chicks and raised them, but they're

now running out of space in their coop.

To help give some more space to the

growing chickens, she made a new

roost with scrap wood and an old

branch. The chickens really enjoy it! 

This project utilizes scrap wood and

branches, and screws and you need

some power tools,  so it's reasonably 

 sustainable and for a great use!

Left to Right: Cham Cham, Avocado,

Ginger, Gub Gub, Attila, Nugget, and Yolki!

We built our own chicken coop! These are from a

while back when we first got out chicken Nug Nug!

We made our own chicken feeders!



FURNITURE & DECOR
4. Shelves

With a growing collection of knick-knacks

and some empty space, we're planning to

build these shelves! They can be made from

spare wood and glue, which is a great use of

our resources.

Something similar is on craigslist if we can't

find the time to do it as well!

5. Shelf For plants

Our succulent collection is rapidly

expanding, and as our house plants

accumulate, the table they're currently living

on is overflowing! This shelf would be an easy

DIY to organize our plants, as well as give

them all easy access to sunlight! Again, can

be made with extra wood, screws/nails and

the proper tools, all of which we already

own! Also, an alternative is Craigslist, as there

are many nice listings nearby us!

6. Bonus: Ski Chair

Last winter, we made this ski

chair out of old skis and wood!

After going to our local ski shop,

we noticed there were often very 

 beat up unusable skis about to

be thrown out or sold for very

little. We had seen this super cool

chair design at ski resorts, so we

decided to make it ourselves! This

design recycled the old skis, and

look awesome too!



VIDEO

https://youtu.be/haJeVXMcEAw


